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A new manifesto of Modern Architecture 
Alessandro Camiz
“L’enseignement constitue en effet la pierre de touche 
de l’histoire comme connaissance.”
J. Le Goff
This publication presents a selection of the 
posters designed by the students of the course 
entitled History of modern architecture (Arc142) 
that I taught in the spring semester 2016 at the 
Faculty of Architecture, Design & Fine Arts of 
Girne American University. Given the limited 
space available at for the exhibition of these 
posters, out of 248 posters we selected only 
69, avoiding repetition of the same subject and 
preferring those bearing high quality in graphic 
design and presenting contents without big 
mistakes. Al the selected posters are therefore 
acceptable to be shown in the prestigious venue 
at the Faculty of Architecture of the University 
of Florence and published in this catalogue.
The course: History of Modern Architecture
The course, History of Modern Architecture, 
introduced students to the knowledge of 
history of architecture, from the late middle 
ages to modern times. We asked each student 
to select a case study, in accordance with the 
FORTMED 2016 conference topic, Modern 
Age Fortifications of the Mediterranean coast. 
Our university hosts students coming mostly 
from Turkey and middle-eastern countries it 
was therefore an interesting experiment to guide 
them through the understanding of an important 
part of history, by analysing the castles, the city 
walls and towers of their home towns. Some 
students selected examples from their countries, 
others selected works from Cyprus, the country 
where they are currently attending the bachelor 
in Architecture or in Interior Architecture, 
others instead selected works on the base of 
the availability of information and drawings. 
We asked all the students to select a case study 
filling in an online Google-spreadsheet, so to 
avoid duplicates of the same subject. The case 
study selection using an online list was the 
first assignment for the class. The exercise was 
finalised to the understanding of the horizontal 
organisation of a cooperative research group. 
The experiment was successful and the 
students selected 248 different case studies of 
modern fortifications, constituting a research 
database with basic information, such as the 
name of the building, the place, construction 
year, the height on sea level, the designer, and 
the geographical coordinates. Some restraints 
were given to the class for the case study 
selection: it had to be a military architecture, 
it had to be built after 1492, it had to be on 
the Mediterranean. Students were aware that 
the course was following the requests of an 
International Conference, and we invited them 
all to continue their work to be presented as 
an abstract for papers at the conference. Six 
of them did and quite successfully are today 
presenting their paper here in the conference. 
I would like to name them, thanking for their 
efforts in this research: Siepan Ismail Khalil, 
Sara Cansu Demir, Seda Baydur, Göksu 
Atmaca, Hande Kozan, Ibrahim Suleiman. 
Alessandro Bruccoleri and Hassina Nafa, 
both Ph.D. candidates and lecturers at the 
Faculty of Architecture, Design & Fine Arts 
of Girne American University, joined later 
these three groups of students helping with the 
organisation of the research and the editing 
of the manuscripts, I would like here to thank 
them as well. We asked to all the students 
of the course were to conduct a research on 
the selected case study. In subsequent steps, 
they presented the plan, the section and the 
elevation of the chosen architecture, and a 
list of references. Then we requested them to 
write a 100 years chronology with the building 
as a centre point, and including a list of events 
in the 50 years after and before the building, 
including other military architectures, the 
publication of treatises on military architecture, 
and literature, art and political events in the 
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same area or the selected case study. We asked 
the students to write a short essay describing the 
artefact, and comparing it with other military 
architectures taken from the main research 
database they could access on line, and finally 
they presented their research in a poster for the 
final exam.
The functional character of military 
architecture
The historical thesis that lies behind the course, 
and therefore behind the exhibition, is that 
Modern Architecture begins in the XV century 
in Italy and not in the XX century in England 
as generally acknowledged. It is generally 
accepted that Modern history starts in the XV 
century, usually the date of 1492 is used as a 
milestone for its beginning, so it is difficult 
to explain why architecture should follow a 
different periodization in time. What begins in 
the XX century is modernism not modernity. 
Modernity is the consequence of a different 
way of thinking and organising knowledge, 
it does reflect directly in architecture with the 
definition “alla moderna” introduced in this 
time. In military architecture the necessity 
to redefine the defence in accordance with 
the new assault techniques that followed the 
introduction of gunpowder, is the cause of 
the modern revolution. But what origins in 
military architecture at the beginning of the XV 
century, includes the concepts of rationality, 
function, economy, site, optimisation, that 
evidently enter in the domain of architecture 
way before the statements of the modern 
movements transformed them into an 
ideological manifesto. It is in these fortified 
structures that we find for the first time in 
history an attempt to define scientifically, 
Michelangelo Buonarroti, Study for the elevation 
of Porta Pia, (1561 ca), Rome, Drawing n. 102 Ar, 
Casa Buonarroti, Firenze.
Giacomo Barozzi, Regola delli cinque ordini 
d’architettura con la nuva (sic!) agionta di 
Michelangelo Buonaroti di carte sette, apresso 
Francesco de Pauli, Roma 1630. Frontispiece.
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devoid of stylistic references to the past, the 
discipline of architectural composition. Based 
on the necessity for the form to solve problems, 
in this case defence problems, and not only to 
symbolise something. The architecture that 
emerges from the examples illustrated in this 
catalogue offers a wide panorama on modern 
architecture in the Mediterranean, another type 
of modern architecture that we can use today 
to reinstate modernity instead of discontinuing 
it as postmodernism did. The attention to 
the function of the building, the use of local 
materials, the importance of the site, the use 
of thick an powerful masonry structures, the 
inclusion and modification of former buildings 
in the new architecture, are some of the 
characters that emerge from the analysis of the 
case studies presented. Could these be taken as a 
new manifesto of modern architecture?
References
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Discovering old places, referencing new ideas
Giorgio Verdiani
“The only true voyage of discovery, the only fountain of Eternal Youth, would be 
not to visit strange lands but to possess other eyes, to behold the universe through 
the eyes of another, of a hundred others, to behold the hundred universes that 
each of them beholds, that each of them is” 
Marcel Proust
The Built Heritage of the Mediterranean coasts 
offers a rare and complex system of traces, 
of relevant elements, of rich constructions 
embedded in a wonderful landscape. 
The intense feelings produced by the sea, the 
strong fascination raised by the historical and 
legendary stories, create a very specific and 
irresistible mood. The mix of many traces may 
looks, sometimes chaotic, the recent expansion 
of the townscape, the saturation of large areas 
and the poor architectural beauty of many new 
building seem to greatly reduce the possibility 
in having a clear perception of the original value 
of this territory. But the powerful message of a 
tower, the majestic presence of a fortress, are often 
capable to protect the beauty of place, apparently 
keeping away improper transformations and 
preserving a wonderful environment made of 
human and natural transformations. like it may 
be seen for the St, Nicholas fortress in Sibenik, 
Dalmatia, built in the middle of the XVI century. 
Or at least this feature seems to exist just for 
the most robust and large and, in the end, lucky 
of these structures. It happens, just to extract 
some examples, for the Fortress of Taranto 
Aragon in Italy, developed starting from 1486 
and still in place, or the Fort of San Lucian in 
Marsaxlokk, Malta, built from the 1610. At the 
same time there is a large set of fortifications and 
settlements that have to left their original asset 
after a rapid or slow siege of new constructions 
and new urban and/or touristic needs. The 
many towers incorporated in new urban blocks 
or even changed into apartments are a clear 
sign of this defeating of the ancient defensive 
system.  Torrenostra in Torrenostra, Castellón, 
Spain is a clear sample of this odd conversion 
and transformation, of this living a previous 
condition to move into the new urban fabric and 
being transformed. A large number of samples 
from Italy and Spain shows these behaviours 
that somehow “preserve” the building keeping 
it alive, avoiding its destruction, but at the same 
time transforms and obliterate many specific 
aspects. A significant case can be found in the 
lighthouse of the Cabo de Santa Pola, former 
the Atalayola tower, near Alicante, Spain, 
changed into a lighthouse and still working at 
the safety of the maritime routes. For sure a 
better destiny for these architectures than been 
used as a quarry of materials and then falling 
into pieces. 
Discovering back the value of these buildings 
is always worth the effort, understanding the 
importance of those signs is a significant 
passage, it teaches about architecture, it 
teaches about landscape, it teaches about 
how to create relationship between two very 
complex design environments. 
Approaching a tower, a fortress, a defensive 
settlement, is a learning experience, it can 
be done in place, on books and online, using 
the articulated set of digital resources and 
always developing a better knowledge about a 
place, an architecture, a relationship between 
defensive aims and construction science. 
The subject of the defensive architectures is 
always fascinating, the strength of the story, of 
the reason why these architectures have been 
built, capture the attention and promise a special 
satisfactory price to all the scholars, students 
and researchers involved in their personal 
encounter with this particular built heritage. 
For this reason, the experience presented here, 
with its selection of architectural wonders from 
so many places around the Mediterranean, 
is not only a catalogue of interesting and 
rich pieces, but it is a set of meaningful 
steps in the fields of our past and in a very 
specific understanding of architecture and its 
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relationship with the environment. So, it may 
not be very important how complete, how 
detailed and accurate, or based on absolutely 
original representations are the drawings, the 
models, the texts, the operation of entering the 
“discover” of a place is a first and important 
step toward the understanding of architecture 
of building construction and of defensive 
techniques. To go in depth in the knowledge of 
places like those presented in these studies, it 
is asked to understand the robust link between 
the needs, the technologies, the social and 
cultural behaviours of their time, it is asked 
to completely realize that each architecture 
is first of all an expression of its own time. 
And obviously this is not an exclusive of the 
ancient times, it is a continuous rule. In a 
certain sense, an architecture of the past, an 
architecture of the future really does not exist, 
the only existing architecture is the architecture 
of the present time. A manifestation of layered 
decisions of articulated mix of choices, a 
set of opportunities and twists of fate. An 
architecture can start in its own environment, 
it took parts from it, it exploited it and 
changed it, but it will be changed by the 
changes, it will face fast transformations, but 
to the eyes of an acute observer it will show 
the rich articulation of all the events. It will 
demonstrate how variable and ever-changing 
is the landscape and the environment in itself, 
an island can be changed into peninsula, like 
it happened in Tabarka, along the Tunis coast, 
with its Genoese walled city, destroyed in 
1741 after an order of the Tunis Bey in the try 
to avoid any further stranger presence after the 
Tabarkinian diaspora. A small river or a source 
of fresh water can get dry, or the seaside can 
extend its border where before there was only 
the sea. The towers and the castles show now 
themselves in the environment of our time, the 
capacity to recognize the original asset of the 
territory, the possible changes happened in the 
surrounding area, are a way to investigate and 
better understand not only the past story of an 
area, but also to have some suggestion about 
what will be its future evolution.
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The lighthouse of the Cabo de Santa Pola,
former the  Atalayola  tower, Spain.
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List of the poster authors and of the subjects
ADNAN ILTER;  Ram Castle, Veliko Gradište, Serbia; 
AHMAD ALTALA;  Krak Des Chevaliers, Homs, Syria; 
AHMED MOHAMED ALI ABU ANZA;  Ferretti battery, Qajjenza, Malta
AHMED NAWZAD SALAM;  Tour de la Parata, Ajaccio, Corsica, France; 
AHMET DEMIR;  St. Hilarion Castle, Kyrenia, TRNC (Cyprus); 
ANIL EREN;  Metochi of Agia Anastasia, Thermaikos, Greece; 
AYAH AL MOKDAD;  Martgat Castle, Baniyas, Syria
BAGZAD AZAD SHAREEF SHAREEF;  Fort Chambray, Ghajnsielem, Gozo, Malta
BEGÜM KIROGLU;  Rocca di Mondavio, Marche, Italy
BERFIN BUKAN;  Old Navarino Castle, Pylos, Greece
BURAK AYGÖREN;  Lascaris Battery, Valletta, Malta
ÇAGATAY LEVENTERLER;  Castle of Zarnata, Campos, Greece
CEREN SEN;  Kalamata Castle, Kalamata, Greece
CEYDA OFLAZ;  Fort Boyard, Petruis d’Antioche, France
DAMLA ALKAN;  Fort St. Angelo Castle, Birgu, Malta
DERYA ATES;  Fort de l’Estissac, Port-Cros, France
DIAKO RASOULI;  Qaitbay Castle, Alexandria, Egypt
DILAY SARI;  Torrelobatón Castle, Torrelobatón, Spain
DINARA NURMATOVA;  Castello di Gaeta, Gaeta, Italy
DOAA AHMAD BAHLOL;  Alhambra, Granada, Spain
EYLAF MOHAMED ELDAW ABUNA; Fort Manoel, Gzira, Malta
FEYZA ÜN;  Montjuic Castle, Barcellona, Spain
FURKAN SAHIN;  Royal citadel, Plymouth, UK
GONCA GÜL;  Castel Nuovo, Naples, Italy
HABIBE BOZOGLU;  Eilean Donan Castle, Dorne, UK
HALIL MERT TUGRAL;  Bellver Castle, Palma, Spain
HAMIYE GÜRSOY;  Sirmione Castle, Sirmione, Italy
HARRY JAKE WADSWORTH;  Carcassonne city walls, Carcassonne, France
HASAN BERKAY KILIÇ; Fort Mosta, Mosta, Malta
HAZAL OKUMUS; Fort Tigné, Sliema, Malta
HELIN KARACA; Castle of La Luz,  Las Palmas, Gran Canarias, Spain
HEMRA ARZYMEDOV; Fort Chikly, Lake of Tunis, Tunisia
IPEK AKYILDIZ; Sidon Sea Castle, Sidon, Lebanon
KAAN BENLI; Neratzia Castle, Kos, Greece
KAAN KIRIK; Bourtzi fortess, Nafplio, Greece
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KEVSER YAVUZYIGIT; Camber Castle, Rye, UK
KUBILAY BAHADIR; Fort du Portalet, Pyrénées-Atlantiques, France
LETHUKUTHULA VUYOLWETHU SIBANDA; Tour Royale, Tolon, France; 1; 
LEYAN WA’EL BASHIR AL ZU’BI; Koules fortess, Heraklion, Crete
MEHMET TINER; Dubronvik walls, Croatia
MEHMET YESILDAL; Rhodes fortifications, Rhodes, Greece
MERVE HANDE KOZAN, Famagusta city walls, Famagusta TRNC (Cyprus)
IBRAHIM JAMAL MOHD SLEIMAN; Famagusta city walls, Famagusta TRNC (Cyprus)
MERVE YAVUZYIGIT; Chateau de Taureau, Baie de Moraix, France
MESUT BINER; City walls, Dubrovnik, Croatia
MHD ASAAD ALKABBANI; Damascus citadel, Damascus, Syria
MONA ALCHEHADEH; Fort St. Elmo, Valletta, Malta
MUHAMMED GÜNDOGAN; Othello Castle, Famagusta, TRNC (Cyprus)
MUNTHER IBRAHIM MAHMOUD RUSTUM; Fort Louvois, Louvois islet, France
NARISTE IBRAEVA; Château d’If, Frioul arcipelago, France
NEVZAT YILDIZ; Kilitbahir Castle, Dardanelles, Turkey
NEZIRCAN MÜDERRIS; Forte Stella, Porto Ercole, Italy
NICHOLAS IBRAHIM; Fort Lupin, Saint_nazaire-sur-Charente, France
OGULCAN VURUSAN; Fort Ricasoli, Kalkara, Malta
ÖMER MUSTAFA CAN; Gradina Camerlengo, Trogir, Croazia
ONUR DEDEOGLU; Grivas Castle, Aktio-Vonitsa, Greece
ÖZGÜR ÇELIK; Maiden’s Castle, Mersin,Turkey
RANJEETH PALANISAMY; Cottonera Lines, Cospicua and Birgu, Malta
SAMET KARATAS; Pantocrator Castle, Preveza, Greece
SARA CANSU DEMİR, SIEPAN ISMAIL KHALIL; Kyrenia Castle, Girne, TRCN (Cyprus)
SEHRAZAT TILBE DÜZEL; El Badi Castle, Ksibat Nhass, Morocco
SELCAN KILINÇARSLAN; Roumeri Hissal, Istambul, Turkey
SELIN ÖZBILGIN; Aragonese Castle, Taranto, Italy
SERIFE KOYUNCU; Palamidi Castle, Nafplion, Greece
SEVVAL ACAR; Fort San Lucian, Marsaxlokk, Malta
SHEIDA MOHAMMADI; St. Nicholas Fortress, Šibenik,Croatia ?
SOHEIL GHEZELAYAGH; St. Thomas Tower, Marsaskala, Malta
SURAN NOORI ISMAIL ISMAIL; Vèrres Castle, Vèrres, Val d’Aosta, Italy
VOLKAN OZAN BASTAN; Porto Palermo Castle, Himarë, Albania
YUDUM ÜLMEN; Pahos Castle, Paphos, Cyprus
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